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DEPARTMEN4T OF COEPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Amir, H; Wassonj q;fTao T F; Kodres, U a; Schell , a R
Processing of facd images by multiple microcomputer
system
Soc. of Photo-optical Iistrumentation Engrs. Ann.
Int. Tech. Symp., San DJiego, Calif., July 28-Aug. 1,
1980.
Bradle3y,tG, H; BrownlGq ofComputational anay.sf the BNL regional demand pulp
and paper industrial process
Computer Efficient Desion of Large-Scale Linear
Programs, Brookhaven Naf. Labs., June 23-24, 1980.
B r pectivG on optimization and military systems
anslsSymp. of the Military Oper. Res. Soc., Newport,
R. I ., Dec. 5, 1978.
Brown,' G G; PradleyA G H, Graves, G Wi plcaino
Fleet vehicle scedulln?: A ractical apiaino
heaDRSATIcSJon Nat. Mtg., Los Angeles, Calif., Nov.
13- 15, 1978.
Brown, G G; Bradley, G H; Graves G W; Haefele, R
0 p mal, real-time dispatch of petroleum tank trucks
24th Int. Mtg the Inst . of Manage. Sci., Honolulu,
HI, June 18; i4th.
Brown, G; Geoffrion, A Mi; Bradley, G H; Schmidt, R
Prduction planning at a building materials companyovPoORSA/TIMS Joint ;Nat. Mtg., Los Angeles, Ca~ifNv
13-15, 1978.
Brown, G G; Graves, G W
Open questions in basis representation and manipulation
ORSA/TIMS Joint Nat. Mtg., Los Angeles, Calif., Nov.
13-15, 1978.
Brown, G Gi Graves, G W
Computa~ ional implications of degeneracy in large-scale
optimization
14th Int. Symp. on Mathematical Programming,
Montreal, Canada, Sept., 1979.
Brown, G r'; Graves, G W
Computational tools for solving large mixed integer
optimization problems




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd)
BrownG G; Graves, G W; Bradley, G HDesign and implementation of a new large-scale
optimization system
14th Int. Symp. on Mathematical Programming,
Montreal, Canada, Sept., 1979.
Brown G G; Thomen, D S
AuAomatic identification of generalized upper bounds in
large-scale optimization
IIASA Int. Conf. on Large-Scale Optimization, Vienna,
Austria, June 2-6, 1980.
Brown G G; Wright, W
Embedded special structure in large-scale optimization
models
Symp. 9 n Computer-Assisted Analysis and Model
Simpification, Boulder, Colo., Mar. 24, 1980.
Brown, G G; Wright, W
Identification of embedded network rows in large-scale
optimization models
IIASA Int. Conf. on Large-Scale Optimizatiin, Vienna,
Austria, June 2-6, 1980.
Ccx, L A
Com uter pattern recognition in criminal inavstigations
nn. Conf. I.A.B.T.I., Santa Barbara, Calif., Nov.,
1978.
Hamming, R W
The finary system in modern times
Festkolloquiom, 300 Jahre Dualsystem, Mar. 21, 1979.
Schell, R R
Security kernel technoloqy in the government





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS
Hamming, R W
Coding and information theory
Prentice-Hall, Jan., 1980. 256 p.
Hamming, R W
The art of programming the TI-59: A manual




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
PUBLISHED PAPERS
Badal, D Z
The analysis of the effects of concurrency control on
distributed database system performance
Irt. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases, Montreal,
Canada Oct., 1980.
IN froc., p. 376-383, (1980)
Badal, D Z
Concurrency control overhead or closei look at blocking
Vs. nonblocking concuriericy control mechanisms
Berkeley Conf. on Distributed Data Management and
Computer Networks San Francisco, Calif., Feb., 1981.
RN Proc., p. 8S-105, (1981).
Blanton, G B; Schell, R R
Dynamic lnking in a microcomputer environment
COMPSAC '80.
IN Proc., (1980).
Brown, G G; Geoffrion, A M; Bradley, G H
Production and sales planning with limited shared
tooling at the key operation
Manaqe. Sci., vol. 27, no. 3, p. 247-259, (Mar.,
1981j.
Burkhead F
Paralfel processing of recursive functions
Ann. Conf. of t e Assoc. for Computing Machine.,
Detroit, Mich. Feb., 1978.
IN Proc., (1978).
Cox L A
Predicting concurrent computer system performance using
Petri-net models
Assoc. for Computing Machine. Ann. Conf., Dec., 1978.
IN Proc.
Cox L A
erformance prediction from a computer hardware
description
5th Syru. on Computer Hardware Description Languages,Octi 19"79.
Proc.
Cox L A
the nature of computer architecture





DEPARTMENT CF COMPUTER SCIENCE
PUBLISHED PAPERS (cont'd)
Cox L A
° redicting performauce of communications networks from
formal descriptions
INTELCOM 80, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, May, 1980.
IN Proc., Art ech, Inc., (1980)
Cox L A; McGraw, J R; Wetherell1 C S6 esign team composition for high level language computer
archi tecture
Comput r Architecture News, vol. 7, no. 8 (Apr.,1 979) .
Cox, L A; Schell, R R
Understanding computer related crime
Crime Prevention Rev., vol. 6, no. 4, p. 1-10, (July,
1979)
Hamming, R W
The unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics
Am. Math. Mon., vol. 87, no. 2, p. 81-90, (Feb.,1980)
Irvine, C E
Astronomical maps and catalogues
IN Academic Am. Encyclopedia, Princeton, N. J.,
Arete Publ. Co., 1980 ed.
Irvine, C E
Astronomy and astrophysics
IN Academic Am. Encyclopedia, Princeton, N. J.,
Arete Publ. Co., 1980 ed.
Irvine, C E
Astropho tometry.
IN Academic Am. Encyclopedia, Princeton, N. J.,
Arete Publ. Co., 1980 ed.
Irvine, C E
Faint object detection
IN Academic Am. Encyclopedia, Princeton, N. J.,
Arete Publ. Co., 1980 ed.
Irvine, C E
Infrared astronomy
IN Academic Am. Encyclopedia, Princetonr N. J.,








IN Academic A Encycjoqedia, Princeton, N. J.,
Aretp Pbim.'Co., 18 e.
Irvine, C E
X-Ray galaxies
IN Academic Am. Encyclopedia, Princeton, N. J.,Arete Publ. Co., 1980 ed.
Irvine, N J; Irvjne, ( E
Suspected variability and line emission in early-type
stars
Publications of the Astronomical Soc. of the Pacific,
vol. 91, no. 539, 2 p., (Feb., 1979).
Kodres U R
Anal sis of real-time systems by data flowgraphs
IEE Trans. Software Eng., vol. SE-4, no. 3, p.
169-178, (1978).
Kodzes, U R
Discrete systems and flowcharts
IEEE Trans. Software Eng., vol. SE-4, no. 6, p.
521-525, (1978).
Kodres, U R; Amir H
The TRW multiplier ship used to enhance the Intel 8086
arithmetic cabability
MIMI #80 Asilomar, Pacific Grove, Calif., Jan.
30-Feb. 1, 1980.
IN Proc., Anaheim, Calif., ACTA Press, p. 8-14,
(June, 1980).
Kodres U R; Niemann U
RDEX - real time distributed system's executive
IMT '79 Ananeim, Calif., an., 1979.IN In . Soc. for Mini- and 1icro-Computers, 7th
Int. , Anaheim, Calif., ACTA Press, p.
88-90. (Jan., 1979)
Kodres, U R; Paccassi, J ick, C E
A function-descripti'Ve langquage for conculrrent
processing





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
PUBLISHED PAPERS (cont'd)
Kodres, U R; Paccassi, J G; Wick, C E
The design of a function-descriptive programminglan uale for microcomputers4IM ' 80, Asilomar, Pacific Grove, Calif., Jau.
30-Feb. i, 1980.
IN Proc., Anaheim, Calif., ACTA Press, p. 88-92,(June, 1980).
Kodres, U R; Schell, R F; Amir, H; Wassoy, J; Tao, T F
Processing of infrared images fy a multip e
microcomputer system
Soc. of Photo-optical Instrumentation Engrs. Ann.
Int. Tech. Symp., San Diego, Calif., July 28-Aug. 1,
1980.
IN Proc., SPIE, vol. 241, p. 267-278, (1981).
Roland, R J
The C-3 laboratory and management communication
Workshop on Human Factor Issues, Lockheed Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. May, 1979,
IN Proc., (1979).
Roland, R 3J
The C-3 laboratory Concept - realityCom puter Rslatld information Systems Sym p.U SAF
Academy, Coloradc Springs, Colo., Jan., 1979.
IN Proc., (1979) .
Schell, R R
Computer security: The Achilles heel of the electronic
Air Force
USAF Academy Computer Related Information SystemsUSAF Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo., Jan.
2-2m6, 1979.
IN Proc., USAF Academy, p. 7-1 to 7-32, (1979).
Schell, ? R
Security kernel design methodology
Seminar on the Dept. of Defense Com uter Security
Initiative Proqram, Nat. Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg, ld., July 17-18 1979.
IN Proc., Nat. Bureau of Standards, (1979).
Schell, R R
Security kernels: A methodical design of system
security
USE Spring Conf, San Diego, Calif., Mar 5-9 1979.
IN USE Technical Papers Spring Conf. 1979), USE




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
PUBLISHED PAPERS (contId)
Schell, R R
Computer security: The Achilles' heel of the electronic
Air Force
Air Univ. Rev., vol. 30, no. 2, p. 16-33, (Jan. -
Feb., 1979).
Schell R R
Architectural implications of secure operating systemsMIMI '80 Asi lomar, Pacific Grove, Calif., Jan.
30-Feb. i, 1980.
IN Proc., Anaheim, Calif., ACTA Press, (1980).
Schell, R R; Cox L A
A secure archival storage system
COMPCON 80, San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 25-28, 1980.
IN Proc., IE-E, (1980) .
Schell, R R; Cox, L A
A secure archival storage system
COMPCON FALL '80, Washington, D.C., Sept. 23-25,
1980.
IN Proc., IEEE, p. 679-682, (1980).
Schneidewind, N F
Emulation-tool for software development
1978 Nat. Computer Conf., Anaheim, Calif., June 5-8,
1978.
IN Conf. Proc., Nat. Computer Conf., Am.
Federation of Information Processing Societies,
vol. 47, 6 p., (1978)
Schneidewind, N F
Software engineering of the micro/mini computer subnet
in computer networks
Computer Software and Applications Conf., Chicago,
Ill., Nov. 13-16, 1978.
IN Proc., Ins-. of Electrical and Electronics
Engrs. Computer Soc., p. 508-513, (1978).
Schneidewind, N F
Software metrics for aiding program development and
deb ngat. Computer Conf., New York City, N. Y., June
5, 1979.
IN Proc., AFIPS, vol. 48, p. 989-994, (1979).
Schneidewind, N F
Application of program graphs and complexity analysis to
software development and testing





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
PUBLISHED PAPERS (cont'd)
Schneidewind, N F
Validation tests of a software error detection
prediction model
TIS 24th Int. Mtq. Honolulu, HI, June, 1979.
IN Proc., (1979).
Schneidewind, N F; Hoffman H M
Software error data collection and analysis
Summer Computer Simulation Conf., Newport Beach,
Calif July 24-26, 1978.
IN*Proc.. Am. Federation of Information ProcessingSocie ies, p. 748-753, (1978)
Schneidewind, N F; Hoffmann, H M
An experiment in software error data collection andanalysisIEEE Trans. on Software Eng., vol. SE-5, no. 3, p.
276-286, (May, 1979).
Smith, D RA survey of the synthesis of LISP programs for examples
lnt. Workshop on Program Construction, Chateau de
Bonas, France, Sept. 8-12, 1980.
IN Proc., INRIA, 12 p., (1980).
Smith D R
A aesign for an automatic pro ramming system
7th Int. Joint Conf. on Artificial Intelligence,
Vancouver, B. C. Canada Au 1981.
IN Proc., p. 1027-102§, (1981).
Taylor, J G; Brown G G
Examination of he effects of the criterion functional
on optimal fire-support policies
Nay. Res. Log. ., vol. 25, no. 1, p. 183-211,(1978).
Taylor, J G: Brown, G
Numerical de.termination of the parity-condition
parameter for Lanchester-type equations of modern
warfare




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
Badal, D Z
Concurrency control overhead or closer look at blocking
vs. nonblocking concurrency control mechanisms
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-81-005), June,
1981. 23 p.
Blanton, G B; Schell, R R
Dynamic linking in a microcomputer environment
Prepared for the Chief of Nav. Res. Arlington, Va.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-O08), May,
1980. 30 p.
Bradey GH- rown, G G; Galatas, P
ATHENA: In interactive system to analyze large-scaleopti mization models
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-005), Apr.,1980. 66 p.
Bradley, G H; Brown, G G; Galatas, P
ATHENA: Users manual for interactive analysis of
larqe-scale optimization models
laval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-006), Apr.,
1980. 53 p.
Brown, G G; Bradley G H; Graves, G WStructural redunaancy in large-scale optimization models
Prepared for Office of Naval Res. Arlington, Va.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-80-029), Nov.,
1980. 44 p.
Brown, G G; Bradley, G H; Graves G W
Review of computational aspects of the CRA/EPRI coal
market analysis system
Prepared for Office of Naval Res., Arlington, Va.
Electric Power Res. Inst., (Tech. rep.), May, 1981.
Brown, C G; Bradley, G H; Graves G WReview of computational aspects of the TBS regulatory
analysis financial model
Prepared for Office of Naval Res., Arlington Va.
Electric Power Res. Inst., (Tech. rep.), Sepl., 1981.
Brown, G G; Geoffrion A ; Bradley, G H
Planning with limited s ared tooling at the Key
operation
UCLA, Western Manage. Sci. Inst., (Report no. 299),




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Brown, G G; Geoffrion, AM1 Bradleyl G H
Production and sales p anning with limited shared
tooling at the key operation
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55-79-030), Dec.,
1979. 26 p.
Brown, G G; Graves G W
Real-time dispatch of petroleum tank trucks
UCLA, Western Manage. Sci. Inst., (Report no-. 306),
Aug., 1980. 30 p.
Carey,.B J; McCoy ,E E
Basic hardware interconnection mechanisms for building
multiple microcomputer systems
Naval Postgraduate Sc ool, (NPS-52-79-005), Nov.,
1979. 34 p.
Cox L A
Performance prediction of computer drchitectures
operating on linear mathematical models
Univ. of California, (UCRL-52582), Sept., 1978.
Cox, L A
Performance prediction from a computer hardware
description
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-79-001), Dec.,
1979. 25 p.
Cox L A
6UAD graphics: Quick and dirty line printer graphics
Sponsored by U.S. Dept. of Energy. Univ. of
Californij Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab.,
(UCID-30178), Oct., 1979.
Cox L A
°he text editor as a uniform man/machine interface
Sponsored by Navy Ldb Computer Committee Software
Technol. Group. Naval Postgraduate School,(NPS-52-80-001), Feb., 1980. 24 p.
Cox L A; Taylor W P
I portable LISP interpreter
Univ. of California, (UCRL-52417), Jan., 1978.
Kodres U R; Buttinger6 J Di Hamming, R U; Jones, C R
A study of alternatives r VSTOL co puter systems
Sponsored by the Naval Weapons Center China Lake





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
MacLennan, B J
Measuring control structure complexity through executing
sequence qrammars
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-81-015), 1981. 27
P.
MacLennan, B J
Elements of programming linguistics: Part 1: The
lambda calculus and its imp ementation
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-81-012), Aug.,
1981. 93 p.
MacLennan, B J
Introduction to relational programming
Naval Postgraduate School, INPS-52-81-008), June,
1981. 31 p.
MacLennan, B J
Programming with a relational calculus
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-81-013), Sept.,
1981. 43 p.
MacLennan B J
The automatic generation of syntax directed editors
Naval Postqraduate School, (NPS-52-81-014), Sept.,
1981. 46 p.
MacLennan, B J
Values and objects in pro ramming languages
Prepared for Chief of Naval Res. Arlin qton, Va.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-81-006), Apr.,
1981. 27 p.
MacLennan, B J
The structural analysis of programming languages
Prepared for Chief of Naval Res. Arlinton,,Va.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-2-81-009), June,
1981. 28 p.
Matula, D W
Basic digi, sets for radix representation
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-78-002), 1978. 34
P.
McCoy, E EAn ADA language model of the AN/SPY-lA component of the
AEGIS weapon system





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
McCoy, E E, Carey, B J
Desirable properties of a network taxonomy
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-007), May,
1980. 45 p.
McCoy, E E; Wetmore, T
A program for the conversion of productions in an
extended Backus-Naur-form to an equivalent
Back us-Naur-form
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-010), July,
1980.
Poock G K; Roland, R J
Enhancing technology transfer cf computer hardware and
software architectures using human factors in intial
desiqn
Prepared for Naval Electronic S stems Command,
Washington, D.C. Naval Postgraduate School,
(NPS-55-81-019), Sept., 1981. 19 P.
Roland, R 3
A decision support system model for technology transfer
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-79-O 2, Nov.,
1979. 31 p.
Roland" R J
An interactive decision support system for technology
transfer pertaining to organization and management
Prepared for Chief of Ray. Res., Arlington, Va.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-009), July,
1980. 462 p.
Schell, R Ri Cox L A; eds.
The Naval Pos! raduate School secure archival storage
system: Part : Design
Sponsored by NPS Res. Foundation and Office of Naval
Res. Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-002),
Apr., 1980. 325 p.
Shirley, L J; Schell, R R
Mechanism sufficienc vdlidation by assignment
Prepared for Chief of Naval Res. Arlington, Va.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-81-0 04), May,
1981. 32 p.
Smith, D R
On the computational complexity of branch and bound
search strategies
Sponsored by Nat. Sci. Foundation. Naval





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Smith, D R
Representation of discrete optimization problems by
discrete dynamic programs
Sponsored by F3unaation Res. Proqram, NPS. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS-52-80-004), Feb., 1980. 30
p.
Taylor, J G; Brown, G G
A package size problem with application to
submarin e-missile systems










Comstock, C; Faulkner, FOn the analysis of weather forecasting
Soc. Ind. and Appl. Math., Milwaukee, Wis., June,
1978.
Franke, R H
Comparison of some local methods for interpolation of
scattered data
Soc. Ind. and Appl. Math., Spring Mtg., Madison,
Wis., May, 1978.
Franke R
Evaluation of methods for scattered data interpolation
ORSA/CORS/TIMS Joint Mtg., Toronto, Canada, May 3-6,
1981.
Franke, R H
Methods for scattered data interpolation: Some recent
test results
SIAM Conf., Troy, N. Y., June 8-10, 1981.
Franke, R H; Gordon W J
Inte~polation anA approximation of scattered data: A
unified view
SIAM Conf., Troy, N. Y., June 8-10, 1981.
Franke, R H; Nielson, G
SmOOth interpolation of larqe sets of scattered data
SIAM Fall Mtg., Denver, Colo., Nov., 1979.
Franke, R H; Salinas, D
An efficient method for solving stiff transient field
problems arisinq from FEM formulations
2nd Int. Ccnt. of Computational Methods in Nonlinear
Mech., Univ. of Texas - Austin, Mar. 26-30, 1979.
Fre4ricksen, H M
Low density polynomials
West Coast Number Theory Mtg., Tucson, Ariz., Dec.
17-22, 1980.
Fredricksen H M
Using full sequences for spread spectrum applications
Int. Information Theory Mtg., Santa Mnica, Calif.,
Feb. 9-12, 1981.
Larson, H J; Barr, D R; Jayachandran T
Significance level interrelationships
10th Int . Biometrics Conf., Guaruja, Sao Paulo,






Lindsay, G F Jayachandran, T
The US e oi scaling methods for multiple criteria in
proj ect assessment
Joint Nat. ORSA/TIMS Mtg., Milwaukee, Wis., Oct.
15-19, 1979.
Wan, PC; Lake, GE
Applictio n of g raphical multivariate techniques in
pol ic cences
is-i Ann. Worksho on the Information Linkaq e Between
Appi. Math. and indust Naal Postgraduate School,
zorey, Calif ., Feb. 3-25, 1978.
Wan qP C C; Stolfi,, R H; Fuhsq A E.
Alied mathematics and engineering in the transport of
Antarctic ice resources
1st Ann. Worksho pon the Information Linkage Between
Appi. Math, and Industr , Naval P ostgraduat e school,
Monterey, Calif., Feb. B~-25, 1978.
Weir , D
Calculator calculus for the TI-59
Calif. Math. Council Ann. Conf., Asilomar, Pacific
Grove, Calif., Dec., 1978.
Weir, n D
Hewitt-Nachbin spaces
California PoX ytechic Univ., Feb., 1978.
weir , D
Calculator caluculus for the TI-59 programmable
calcul, tor
Calif. Math. Council Ann. Conf., Asilomar, Pacific
:rove, Calif., Dec., 1979.
Weir, M D
Teaching calculus b the TI-59 progrmniable calculator
89th Ann. A. S. E. E. Cont., Univ. of So. Calif. -
Los Angeles, June 21-25, 19A1.
Wilde, C 0
Thr:? UMAP moduiles: Lcontief models, contraction
Mappings, integral transforms
gxperirtial Pro grams in Appi. Math., Claremont,
Cal if., May, 1979
WildeI C 0
The Underq racluate Mathematics Applications Project
Anr.lltg. of Calif. Math. Coun. of community






Peckham, H D; Weir, M Dj shudde R HCalculator calculus tor the fP-67 programmable
calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., Apr.,
1978. 147 p.
Schoenstadt, A L; Franke, R 11; Faulkner, F D; Russak, I B;
Wilde C O eds.
2na Wor shop on Information Linkage Between Appl. Math.
and Industry, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif., Feb. 22-24, 1979
New York, Academic Press, 1980. 293 p.
WanqoC .; ed.
Proceedinis of Symposium on graphical representation of
multivariate data, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif., Fgb. 24, 1978
New York, Academic Press, 1978. 278 p.
Wan?, P C C; ed.
roeedings of 2nd Symposium on Automation Technology,
vol. II
Western Periodicals, Apr., 1980. 225 p.
Wanq, P C C Lake, G
Graphical multivariate data techniques in policy
sciences
IN P. C. C. Wang, ed.: Graphical representation
of multivariate data, New York, Academic Press,
1978.
Wanq, P C C; Lake, G E
Appli'cation of graphical multivariate techniques in
policy sciences
IN P. C. C. Wang ed.: Graphical representation
of multivariate data, New York, Academic Press,1978, U6 p.
Wang, P C C; Lake, G F
App1lication of graphical multivariate techniques in
policy sciences
IN P. C. C. Wang, et al,, eds: Information
linkaqe between applied mathematics and
industry. N.Y., Academic Press, 1979, p.
215-260.
Wang, P C C; Schoerstadt, A L; Russak, I B; Comstock, C;eds.Proceedings of th3 1st Annual Workshop on the
information likage between applied mathematics and
iniustry Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.,
Feb. 23-25 1978





CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS (cont'd)
Wanq,PC C; Stolfi, R H; Fuhs, A E
Applied mathematics and engineering in the transport of
Antarctic ice resources
IN P. C. C. Wang, et ai.: Information linkagebetween app3J.ied mathematics and industry,
Academic Press, 1979, p. 633-639.
Wanq, P C C; Stolfi, R H; Lake, G E
Araphical representation of multivariate data: Soviet
po icy in Sub-Saharan Africa
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